Wren  Feathers

4-season outfit week 2: Spring
As always this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to this
blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission. If you sell things made from this pattern I’d
appreciate credit for the pattern design. 
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from: http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com
I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the explanation should suffice, but if you need help please email me!
Quarter inch seams allowed unless otherwise specified.

Little Darling in a sundress and summer hat, with a sweet felt jacket trimmed with a rickrack flower for a bit of
springtime color.

Make this cute flower pin in any color combo you want!
Attach it to a jacket, purse, bag, headband, etc. for a touch of seasonal color.

The size of your rickrack determines the size of the finished flower; medium was used here. Mine needed 20 “points” to
form this size flower, which was about 9”. Using doubled thread, run a gathering stitch by hand through all the points at
the bottom in an up and down motion. Pull gently to gather. Sew raw edges together at the underside. Gently arrange
the petals into a circular form.

Sew each point at the underside to a leaf shape cut out of felt, or to a plain felt circle if you don’t want a leaf. A
bead/button can form the center if you’d like, and then sew on a jewelry pin or safety pin to the back of the leaf.

When I originally did this pattern for Maru and Friends, I wanted a boxy jacket that could work as a
winter coat too.
That pattern and instructions for this jacket is here:
https://jenwrenne.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/easy-felt-coat-for-maru.pdf
Resized for 13” dolls, that style did not work well in felt, so I made it a little shorter and tighter fitting,
and that’s what you see on the Little Darling. I then resized the tighter-fitting one for other dolls
based on my standard slopers. So, on this pattern, the 13” one with the pink cutting lines made it to
the “final” stage and can be expected to work as shown. Use it for Cheries, Hearts for Hearts, etc.
It’s meant to just have decorative buttons and hang open a bit to show off the dress. It would be a
tighter fit, but you could close it with an overlap and hidden snaps.
The other sizes should fit as intended over a sleeveless dress like this, but it’s possible you’ll have to
make modifications in sleeve length.

